
A recipe from one researcher’s cookbook
Think like a researcher:



But why?



Research is a team sport



Focus on the whole experience, 
not just your individual discipline.

Refactoring UX:



There is no such thing as  
“UX Research school”.



We’re a mixed bunch
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There are many misconceptions about 
what researchers do.
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Time spent on usability tests





It’s all about making sense  
of information.



FROM  
INTERVIEWS  

TO  
JOURNEY MAPS



FROM  
LISTS 

TO  
INFORMATION 

ARCHITECTURE



FROM  
SKETCHES 

TO  
MOCKUPS



FROM  
MOCKUPS 

TO  
WEBSITES



We’re all good at making 
sense of information. 



We can all learn to think  
like researchers.



We can help grow our teams’ 
understanding of users.
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We still go to restaurants to enjoy 
the work of a professional chef.



There is more to the practice of 
chef than being liberal with butter.



There is more to the restaurant 
than a place to consume food.



With the increase in quality of 
cooking at home for enjoyment…



… is an increase in the range of 
food experiences available.



An analogue with everyday 
and professional research.



The prep2

The taste test3

The recipe

The ingredients 1



Find information all around you
#1: The ingredients
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Minimize the surprises
#2: The prep
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The design sprint



Existing knowledge

Facts and assumptions

Questions and hypotheses
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Share the insights, not the anecdotes
#3: The taste test
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Share with your 
team

Get your shit 
together

Yes

Not really

Not really
That’s okay!

Ready to act on this?

Yes

‘Why?’

Reach out to  
#ux-research

‘How many?’

Reach out to  
#data-analyst

Yes
Is this a pattern?

Not really

Try harder

Are you curious ?
YesLearned 

something interesting?



“It's as though every week or two when you 
opened your desktop on your computer the 
icons had been changed, and subtly re-
arranged.” 

- A disoriented-and-slightly-mad merchant



What if your attempt at being  
a home chef doesn’t work out?
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We’re here to help
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We are facilitators,  
not gatekeepers.



We may not be able  
to scale the research  
team as fast as we’d  
like to…



… but we can scale  
research as a  
discipline instead.



Thank you! 
(And bon appétit!)


